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A short introdution toontinuous dependeneresults forHamilton-JaobiequationsB. Cokburn � and J. Qian y1 IntrodutionIn this paper, we provide a short introdution to the tehniques that allow us toobtain ontinuous dependene results for the Hamilton-Jaobi equations. These areequations of the form ut +H(t; x; u;ru) = 0 in Rd;where u 7! H(�; �; u; �) is non-dereasing. They arise in many areas of applied math-ematis like optimal ontrol [24℄, di�erential games [11℄, seismi wave propagation[25, 23, 20℄, terrain navigation (omputation of minimum time transit paths) ofrobots [4℄, and �nanial mathematis [12℄ among many others. They also appearwhen modeling evolving interfaes in geometry, uid mehanis, omputer vision[21, 15℄, and materials siene [22℄; and are essential when dealing with level setmethods [19, 17℄, whih are numerial methods that have reahed a widespreadpopularity nowadays for solving interfae evolution equations. This is why theyhave been the fous of attention of many researhers. A basi introdution to thestudy of these equations an be found in the book [10℄. More advaned introdutory�Shool of Mathematis, University of Minnesota, 206 Churh Street S.E., Minneapolis, MN55455, USA; e-mail: okburn�math.umn.edu. Supported in part by the National Siene Foun-dation Grant DMS-0107609yInstitute for Mathematis and its Appliations, University of Minnesota, 207 Churh StreetS.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA; e-mail: qian�ima.umn.edu1
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2material an be found in the �rst two hapters of the 1997 book [3℄; the bibliographynotes therein an be used as an exellent guide for further reading.It is thus important to study these equations and hene, it is essential to makesure that the orresponding Cauhy problem is well-posed and to be able to knownhow its solution depends on the Hamiltonian. As we shall see, these results, alledontinuous dependene results, not only allow us to know properties of the exatsolution but also give us a way to know the quality of any numerial approximationto it. They are thus relevant from both the theoretial and omputational pointsof view. Moreover, the fat that weak solutions of the Cauhy problem for theHamilton-Jaobi equation under onsideration are not neessarily unique makesthis study ruial. Indeed, among all the weak solutions, we are only interested inthe so-alled visosity solution whih is obtained as a limit of solutions of well-posedparaboli problems. As a onsequene, the ontinuous dependene results we areinterested in have reet this fat.In this paper, sine it is impossible to arry out a reasonable study of theseontinuous dependene results for the above Hamilton-Jaobi equation, we are goingto restrit ourselves to the following steady-state model Hamilton-Jaobi equationu+H(ru) = f; (1)where u and f are periodi in eah spae oordinate with period 1. This will allowus to provide a shorter, simpler and more lear presentation of the main ideasassoiated with ontinuous dependene results for these equations. Moreover it isnot diÆult to extend the results for this model Hamilton-Jaobi equation to thegeneral ase.The ontinuous dependene results we onsider have the formku� v k � �(v); (2)where k � k is a norm, u is the exat solution, v is an (almost) arbitrary funtionand � is a non-linear funtional. Note that if v is an approximation to the exatsolution, estimate (2) gives a rigorous measure of the quality of the approximation;these estimates, alled a posteriori error estimates turn out to be very useful inpratie.Suh estimates an also be used to obtain theoretial properties of the exatsolution. Indeed, sine we expet to have that �(u) = 0, it is reasonable to expetthe funtional �(v) to depend solely on the residual of v, namely,R(v) = v +H(rv)� f:Now if v satis�es the model equation with g instead of f , estimate (2) gives aontinuous dependene result with respet to the right-hand side, and if v satis�esthe model equation with �H instead ofH , estimate (2) gives a ontinuous dependeneresult with respet to the Hamiltonian. We thus see that important properties ofthe exat solution an be easily dedued from the ontinuous dependene result (2),as laimed.We are also interested in studying ontinuous dependene results for approx-imations uh to the exat solution. We assume that the approximate solution uh is
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3de�ned by uh + bH(rhuh) = f;where rh is an approximation to r. We get ontinuous dependene results of theform kuh � v kh � �h(v); (3)where k � kh is a disrete version of the norm k�k and �h(�) a disrete version of �(�).Note that if v is taken to be the exat solution of the Hamilton-Jaobi equation u,then (3) is an estimate of the quality of the approximation uh to u whih onlydepends on the exat solution u. These estimates, alled a priori error estimates,an tell us what kind of auray it is reasonable to expet from the approximation.Moreover by using the above ontinuous dependene result, properties similar tothose obtained for the exat solution an also be obtained for its approximation.Sine we should have �h(uh) = 0, we expet the funtional �h(v) to dependsolely on the trunation error of v,T (v) = v + bH(rhv)� f:Just as in the ontinuous ase, ontinuous dependene results for the approximatesolution uh with respet to the initial data, the right-hand side and the approximateHamiltonian �H an be obtained from this estimate.In this paper, we obtain the ontinuous dependene result (2) for the exatsolution. Then we show that for the so-alled monotone numerial shemes, ontin-uous dependene results (3) an be obtained in a remarkably similar way.To obtain the ontinuous dependene result for the Hamilton-Jaobi equations,we ould use the elegant theory of visosity solutions; see [8℄, [7℄. However, we havehosen to follow a path that appears to be more natural sine it expliitly takes intoaount that fat that the visosity solution is the limit as � # 0 of the solution ofthe ellipti problem, u+H(ru)� ��u = f:So, �rst we obtain a ontinuous dependene result of the formku� v k � ��(v); (4)where v is a general funtion and �� a non-linear funtional, and then we show thatwhen we let � go to zero in (4), we obtain the desired ontinuous dependene result(2). The main reason to take this approah is that it emphasizes the fat that thevisosity solution is a limit of solutions of ellipti problems, and, aordingly, thatthe estimate (2) is also a limit of the estimate (4). We shall see that one advantageof this approah is that it is enough to obtain the ontinuous dependene resultsfor very smooth solutions; this ertainly avoids many tehnialities indued by apossible lak of smoothness. An additional interesting advantage of this approahis that both the uniqueness of the visosity solution as well as one of its lassialharaterizations an be dedued from the estimate (2). In this way, we emphasizethat to obtain ontinuous dependene results for the singular limit when � # 0, that
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4is, for the visosity solution, it is enough to obtain ontinuous dependene resultsfor smooth solutions of an ellipti problem. A similar idea was developed in [5℄ forhyperboli salar onservation laws.The paper is organized as follows. In x2, we onsider smooth solutions of theellipti model problem and show how to �nd a very simple ontinuous dependeneresult of the type (4). We then show that although this result gives rise to manyinteresting properties it breaks down when � # 0. This motivates a modi�ationof the ontinuous dependene result whih does not break down when � # 0; itis developed in x3 along the lines presented in [6℄. In x4, we pass to the limit in� to obtain the desired estimate (2) for the visosity solution of the steady-stateHamilton-Jaobi equation. The main result of this setion is obtained, by di�erentmeans, and an be viewed as an extension of some of the results in [7℄. In x5,we introdue monotone numerial shemes and obtain the estimate of the form (3)by mimiking the tehniques used in the ontinuous ase. This setion ontains anew uni�ed approah to a priori error estimates whih ontains some of the errorestimates for monotone numerial shemes obtained in [9℄, [1℄, and in [14℄. In x6, weonlude by giving some referenes for the reader interested in extensions of theseresults to more ompliated Hamiltonians and to the time-dependent ase.2 A �rst ontinuous dependene result for elliptiequationsIn this setion, we begin our program by onsidering the problem of how to omparethe solution of the ellipti problemu+H(ru)� ��u = f in Rd; (5)where u and f are periodi in eah oordinate with period 1, to an arbitrary smoothfuntion v, whih we assume to be periodi in eah oordinate with period 1. Weassume that the Hamiltonian H and the right-hand side f are C1(Rd) funtionssine a unique C1(Rd) solution u exists for this data; see Friedman [13℄.We obtain a remarkably simple ontinuous dependene result whih allowsus to obtain (i) a maximum priniple for the exat solution, (ii) the so-alled L1-ontration property for exat solutions, (iii) an a priori estimate on the W 1;1(
)-semi-norm of the exat solution, (iv) a ontinuous dependene result of the exatsolution with respet to the Hamiltonian H , and (v) an a posteriori error estimate.Unfortunately, this ontinuous dependene result does not allow us to obtaina ontinuous dependene result with respet to the oeÆient �. Moreover, we showthat the ontinuous dependene result breaks down as we let the oeÆient � go tozero; this ontinuous dependene result is not preserved under this limit proess.2.1 A simple ontinuous dependene resultThe ontinuous dependene result we present gives an upper bound for the followingsemi-norms:ju� v j� = supx2
(u(x) � v(x) )+; ju� v j+ = supx2
( v(x)� u(x) )+;
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5where w+ � maxf0; wg and 
 = [0; 1)d. An upper bound of the uniform norm anbe easily obtained by noting thatku� v kL1(
) = max�2f�;+g ju� vj� : (6)The result is stated in terms of the residual of the funtion v, namely,R(v;x) = v(x) +H(rv(x)) � ��v(x) � f(x): (7)We are now ready to state the result.Theorem 1 (First Continuous Dependene Result for ellipti equations).Let u be the solution of the equation (5) and let v be any C2(Rd) funtion that isperiodi in eah oordinate with period 1. Then, for � 2 f�;+g, we haveju� v j� � ��(v); (8)where ��(v) = supx2Rd �� R(v;x)�+: (9)It is important to point out the following onsequenes of this result:a. The a posteriori error estimate. Note that if v is onsidered to be anapproximation to the exat solution u, Theorem 1 allows us to estimate the L1-error between u and v solely in terms of v. Sine this an be done only after theomputation of v, estimates like this are alled a posteriori error estimates . Theyare very useful in pratial situations as they give a rigorous upper bound of theerror in terms of known quantities.b. Dependene on the right-hand side: The maximum priniple. Letus denote by uf the solution of the equation (5) for a given Hamiltonian H . If wetake v = ug, sine R(v; x) = g(x)� f(x), Theorem 1 beomesjuf � ug j� � supx2Rd �f(x)� g(x)�+; juf � ug j+ � supx2Rd �g(x)� f(x)�+: (10)The above inequalities imply the maximum priniple� supx2
(H(0)� f(x))+ � uf (y) � supx2
(f(x) �H(0))+ 8 y 2 
: (11). Dependene on the right-hand side: The L1-ontration prop-erty. The estimates (10) also imply the so-alled L1-ontration property of thesolutions of the equation (5), namely,kuf � ug kL1(
) � k f � g kL1(
): (12)Note that by using this property, we an onsider solutions of the equation (5) withf 2 C0(Rd) only. Indeed, if f fn g is a sequene of C1(Rd) periodi funtions withperiod 1 in eah oordinate that onverges in L1(Rd) to f 2 C0(Rd), then by the
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6above inequality, fufn g is also a sequene of C1(Rd) periodi funtions with period1 in eah oordinate that onverges in L1(Rd) to a C0(Rd) periodi funtions withperiod 1 in eah oordinate, uf . We an then de�ne uf to be a solution of theequation (5).Also if we take g(x) = f(x+ Æp) for any given non-zero p 2 Rd, sine ug(x) =uf (x+ Æp), we get thatkuf (�)� uf (�+ Æp) kL1(
)j Æ j � k f(�)� f(�+ Æp) kL1(
)j Æ j ;and so, by taking the limit when j Æ j # 0 and sine p is arbitrary, we obtainjuf jW 1;1(
) � j f jW 1;1(
): (13)Note that j � jW 1;1(
) is a semi-norm; indeed, if j f jW 1;1(
) = 0, then f is a onstant.From the above inequality, this implies that u is also a onstant sine in this ase,we have u = f �H(0).b. Dependene on the Hamiltonian. Let us denote by uH the solutionof the equation (5) for a given f . If we take v = u �H in Theorem 1, sine R(v; x) =H(rv(x)) � �H(rv(x)), we getkuH � u �H kL1(
) � supp2Rd:k p k�j f jW1;1(
) ��H(p)� �H(p) �� : (14)Note that we have used the bound (13). By using this property, we an onsidersolutions of the equation (5) with H 2 C0(Rd); we only have to proeed in a waysimilar to that displayed in the previous paragraph.2.2 Proof of the First Continuous Dependene Theorem forEllipti EquationsWe prove the result for � = �; the proof for the ase � = + is similar. De�ne theauxiliary funtion  (x) = u(x)� v(x);and hoose bx 2 
 so that  (bx) �  (y); 8y 2 
;suh a point exists sine  is ontinuous and periodi on 
. Moreover, siner (bx) = 0, we an set bp = ru(bx) = rv(bx).We assume that ju � v j� > 0, otherwise there is nothing to prove. In thisase, we have ju� v j� = supx2
�u(x)� v(x)	= supx2
 (x)= u(bx)� v(bx)
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7= �u(bx) +H(bp)� ��u(bx)� f(bx)���v(bx) +H(bp)� ��v(bx)� f(bx)�+���u(bx)� ��v(bx)�= R(u; bx)�R(v; bx) + ���u(bx)� ��v(bx)�;by the de�nition of bp and R in (7).Sine u is the exat solution of (5), R(u; bx) = 0, and sine u � v attains amaximum at bx, ���u(bx)� ��v(bx)� � 0;so we get ju� v j� � (�R(v; bx))+;and the result follows. This ompletes the proof of Theorem 1.2.3 A key observation and the breakdown of the estimateAlthough the stability Theorem 1 is remarkable in its simpliity, it is useless whenwe let the oeÆient � tend to zero. A key observation to understand why is thisthe ase is to realize that the proof of Theorem 1 is atually the proof of a strongerresult whih an be stated in terms of the funtionalsjjju� v jjj� = supx:ju�v j�=u(x)�v(x)(u(x)� v(x) )+ + ����u(x) + �v(x)�+;jjju� v jjj+ = supx:ju�v j+=v(x)�u(x)( v(x) � u(x) )+ + ����v(x) + �u(x)�+:These are stronger than the funtionals ju� v j� and ju� v j+, respetively.Theorem 2 (Strengthened First Continuous Dependene Result). Let ube the solution of (5) and let v be any C2(Rd) funtion that is periodi in eahoordinate with period 1. Then for � 2 f�;+g, we havejjju� v jjj� � ��(v); (15)where ��(v) = supx2Rd �� R(v;x)�+: (16)Note that this result shows that the funtional ��(v) is measuring more thanjust the semi-norm ju� v j� sine it adds � times the Laplaian of the error. Thisadditional term is not neessarily of the same order as that of the semi-norm ju�v j� ;in fat, it might be onsiderably bigger. This is preisely why the estimate ofTheorem 1 (and that of Theorem 2) fails when � goes to zero.To illustrate this phenomenon, let us onsider the following simple but illumi-nating example. Consider��(x) = �� ln � exp(x=�) + 2 + exp(�x=�)�;
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8whih is the smooth solution of the paraboli equationu+ 12(u0)2 � � u00 = f� ;where f�(x) = ��(x) + 1=2. Sine lim�#0 ��(x) = �0(x) = �jx j, the seond orderderivative of �� at x = 0 has to beome in�nite as � # 0. This \kink" of �0 is respon-sible for the breakdown of the ontinuous dependene result under onsideration aswe show next.Although we annot apply Theorem 2 sine these funtions are not periodi,it is not diÆult to verify that Theorem 2 holds for u = �� and v = ��� for anypositive parameters � and ��. Moreover in the ase � < ��, a simple omputationgives that jjj �� � ��� jjj+ = �+(���) = 0;andj �� � ��� j� = (�� � �) ln(2); jjj �� � ��� jjj� = ��(���) = (�� � �) ln(2) + �� � �2 �� ;where we have used the identity � 00� (0) = 12� to ompute the last term.Note that the last equality shows that Theorem 2 is sharp. Note also that asa onsequene of the above omputations,lim�#0 j �� � ��� j� = j �0 � ��� j� = �� ln(2); and lim�#0 ��(���) = �� ln(2) + 12 :In other words, the result of Theorem 1 annot give any useful information abouthow lose ��� is to �0. This is what we mean by the breakdown of this estimate when� goes to zero.3 A ontinuous dependene result that holds as � # 0The results of the last setion motivate the searh for a new ontinuous dependeneresult that is atually useful when � # 0. We derive a modi�ation of Theorem 1that allows us to ompare solutions of the ellipti problem with di�erent values ofthe parameter �.3.1 The new ontinuous dependene resultTo state the new ontinuous dependene result, we need to introdue two quantities.The �rst is the generalized residual de�ned byR��� (u;x; p) = u(x) +H(p)� ���u(x)� f(x� � p)� �2 j p j2: (17)Note that R��� is just the residual R when � = 0 and �� = �. We introdue thisquantity beause we are interested in dealing with funtions v that are solutions ofthe ellipti problem (5) with �� 6= �!
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9The seond quantity is the paraboloid Pv de�ned byPv(x; p; �; y) = v(x) + (y � x) � p+ �2 j y � x j2; y 2 Rd; (18)where x is a point in Rd, p is a vetor of Rd, and � is a real number.We are now ready to state the new ontinuous dependene result.Theorem 3 (Seond Continuous Dependene Result for Ellipti Equa-tions). Let u be the solution of the equation (5) and let v be any C2(Rd) funtionthat is periodi in eah oordinate with period 1. Then for � 2 f�;+g, we haveju� v j� � inf���0;�>0����(v; �); (19)where ����(v; �) = sup(x;p)2A�(v;�)�� R����(v;x; p) + (p� �p��)2� d�+ ; (20)and the set A�(v; �) is the set of points (x; p) 2 Rd �Rd satisfying� fv(y)� Pv(x; p; �=� ; y)g � 0; 8 y 2 Rd: (21)Moreover if �� = 0, this estimate holds for all v 2 C0(Rd).Some important remarks are in order:a. The set A�(v; �) and the semi-di�erentials of v. By de�nition, thepoint (x; p) belongs to the set A�(v; �) if the paraboloid Pv(x; p;�1=� ; �) does notlie above the funtion v. This implies that for all y 2 Rd,0 � v(y)� Pv(x; p;�1=� ; y) = v(y)��v(x) + (y � x) � p� 12� j y � x j2� ;or, equivalently, v(y)� fv(x) + (y � x) � pg � � 12� j y � x j2:This implies that p belongs to the sub-di�erential D�v(x) of v at x whih is de�nedto be the set of vetors p 2 Rd suh thatlimy!x (v(y)� fv(x) + (y � x) � pg) � 0: (22)In the ase � = +, the point (x; p) belongs to the set A+(v; �) if the paraboloidPv(x; p; 1=� ; �) does not lie below the funtion v. In this ase, p belongs to the super-di�erential D+v(x) of v at x whih is de�ned to be the set of vetors p 2 Rd suhthat limy!x (v(y)� fv(x) + (y � x) � pg) � 0: (23)Note that if v is smooth at x, the paraboloid Pv(x; p; �=� ; �) is tangent to vat x sine in this ase D+v(x) = D�v(x) = frv(x)g.
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10 b. The dependene of the set ����(v; �) on �. Note that if � � �� thenA�(v; �) � A�(v; ��):This means that the funtion ����(v; �) an derease as � inreases. On the otherhand, sine R����(v;x; p) = R��0(v;x; p) + f(x)� f(x� � � p)� ��2 j p j2;the funtion ����(v; �) an also inrease as � inreases. Theorem 3 improves the resultof Theorem 1 preisely beause in many ases inf�>0 ����(v; �) is atually signi�antlysmaller than lim�#0 ����(v; �). An analytial example is presented in [2℄.. Reovering Theorem 1 from Theorem 3. For �� = �,ju� v j� � lim�#0 ���(v; �) = ��(v):This means that we reover Theorem 1. To see this, we proeed as follows. Firstsine � > 0 and v 2 C2(Rd), it is not diÆult to prove thatlim�#0 A�(v; �) = �(x;rv(x)); x 2 Rd	 ;and sine p = rv(x), lim�#0 (� R���(v;x; p))+ = (� R(v;x))+ :Now, we show that Theorem 3 does not break down when � goes to zero.To do that, it suÆes to show that we an use it to ompare solutions of (5) withdi�erent values of the parameter �. We prove the following result.Corollary 4. Let u� denote the solution of (5), thenku� � u�� kL1(
) � p2 d j f jW 1;1(
) ���p� �p�� ��� :In essene, this says that fu� g�>0 is a Cauhy sequene.Proof. Sine for any p 2 Rd,R����(u�� ;x; p) = f(x)� f(x� �� p)� �2 j p j2� � j p j j f jW 1;1(
) � �2 j p j2� �2 j f j2W 1;1(
);Theorem 3 impliesju� � u�� j� � inf��0 ����(u�� ; �)� inf��0 � �2 j f j2W 1;1(
) + (p� �p��)2� d�= p2 d j f jW 1;1(
) ���p� �p�� ��� ;
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11and the result follows from (6). This ompletes the proof.3.2 Proof of the Seond Continuous Dependene Theorem forEllipti EquationsWe prove the result for � = �; the proof for the ase � = + is similar. We usethe so-alled doubling-of-the-variables tehnique, whih onsists in onsidering theauxiliary funtion  (x; y) = u(x)� v(y)� jx� yj22� ;instead of the auxiliary funtion  (x; x) = u(x)� v(x) used before.We hoose (bx; by) 2 
�
 so that (bx; by) �  (x; y); 8 x; y 2 
;suh a point exists sine  is ontinuous and periodi on 
�
. Set bp = (bx� by)=�.We assume that ju� v j� > 0, otherwise there is nothing to prove. Also, weassume that v 2 C2(Rd). In this ase, we haveju� v j� = supx2
�u(x)� v(x)	= supx2
 (x; x)� supx;y2
 (x; y)=  (bx; by)= u(bx)� v(by)� jbx� byj22�= �u(bx) +H(bp)� ��u(bx)� f(bx)���v(by) +H(bp)� ���v(by)� f(bx) + jbx� byj22� �+���u(bx)� ���v(by)�= �u(bx) +H(bp)� ��u(bx)� f(bx)���v(by) +H(bp)� ���v(by)� f(by + � p) + j p j22� �+���u(bx)� ���v(by)�by de�nition of bp. Hene by the de�nition (17) of R��� (�; �; �), we getju� v j� � R�0(u; bx; bp)�R����(v; by; bp) + ���u(bx)� ���v(by)�:Sine the mapping x 7!  (x; by) has a maximum at x = bx, we have rx (bx; by) = 0and so bp = ru(bx):
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12 Now sine u is the exat solution of (5), R�0(u; bx; bp) = 0, and hene,ju� v j� � �R����(v; by; bp) + ���u(bx)� ���v(by)�:To deal with the last term of the right-hand side, we use the fat that the Hessianof  at (bx; by), H (bx; by), is negative semi-de�nite. Note thatH (bx; by) = �Hu(bx)� 1� I 1� I1� I �Hv(by)� 1� I � ;where I is the identity matrix and Hu and Hv are the Hessians of u and v respe-tively.Now, we let ei denote the d-dimensional vetor whose j-th entry is Æij and set�ti = (p�eti;p��eti). Sine �ti H (bx; by) �i � 0; we havedXi=1 �ti H (bx; by) �i � 0;or ���u(bx)� ���v(by)� � (p� �p��)2� d:It is important to stress the fat that obtaining this elegant inequality is a ruialstep for proving the theorem and that it is the doubling-of-the-variables tehniquethat allows this to happen!We an now writeju� v j� � �R����(v; by; bp) + (p� �p��)2� d:To prove the estimate, it only remains to show that (by; bp) belongs to A�(v; �). Todo that, we note that sine  (bx; by) �  (bx; y) for all y 2 
, we havev(y) � v(by) + jbx� byj22� � jbx� yj22� = v(by) + bp � (y � by)� jy � byj22� ;whih is nothing but the so-alled paraboloid test :v(y)� Pv(by; bp;�1=�; y) � 0; 8 y 2 Rd:It is also important to stress the fat that it is the doubling-of-the-variables teh-nique that allows us to obtain the paraboloid test, whih is a very important featureof the error estimate!This ompletes the proof of Theorem 3 for v 2 C2(Rd).Now in the ase �� = 0, it is lear that v does not need to be in C2(Rd); we onlyneed to onsider v 2 C0(Rd). Indeed it is not diÆult to verify that the proof aboveis still valid provided we modify the argument about the Hessian of  as follows.Sine the mapping x 7!  (x; by) has a maximum at x = bx, we have�x (bx; by) � 0;that is, �u(bx) � d=�:This ompletes the proof of Theorem 3 for �� = 0 and v 2 C0(Rd).
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134 Continuous Dependene Results forHamilton-Jaobi EquationsCorollary 4 shows that there exists a unique limit of the sequene fu� g�>0 inC0(Rd) that is periodi in eah oordinate with period 1. This limit is preisely thevisosity solution of the Hamilton-Jaobi equationu+H(ru) = f in Rd:In this setion, we show how the visosity solution inherits the ontinuous depen-dene results for the solutions u� . We also show that the ontinuous dependeneresult for the visosity solution an be used to haraterize it.4.1 Preservation of ontinuous dependene under the limit � # 0The following result is a diret onsequene of Theorem 3 and Corollary 4. Thisshows how the ontinuous dependene result ontained in Theorem 3 is preservedwhen we take the limit � # 0. In what follows, we write R�� instead of R0��Theorem 5 (Continuous Dependene Result for Hamilton-Jaobi equa-tions). Let u be the visosity solution of (1) and let v be any C0(Rd) funtion thatis periodi in eah oordinate with period 1. Then for � 2 f�;+g, we haveju� v j� � inf�>0��(v; �); (24)where ��(v; �) = sup(x;p)2A�(v;�) (� R��(v;x; p))+ ; (25)and the set A�(v; �) is the set of points (x; p) 2 Rd �Rd satisfying� fv(y)� Pv(x; p; �=� ; y)g � 0; 8y 2 Rd: (26)We note that this result implies that all the properties desribed in subsetion2.1 for the exat solution of the ellipti equation (5) hold for the visosity solutionof the Hamilton-Jaobi equation (1).4.2 Charaterization of the visosity solutionWe an obtain the following result from Theorem 5.Corollary 6 (Charaterization of the visosity solution). The visosity solu-tion of (1) is the only funtion u in C0(Rd) that is periodi in eah oordinate withperiod 1, suh that for all x in Rd,u(x) +H(p)� f(x) � 0; 8 p 2 D+u(x);
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14and u(x) +H(p)� f(x) � 0; 8 p 2 D�u(x):Proof. Let u be the visosity solution of (1) and let v be a funtion suh that forall x in Rd, v(x) +H(p)� f(x) � 0; 8 p 2 D�v(x):Then Theorem 5 impliesju� v j� � inf�>0��(v; �)= inf�>0 sup(x;p)2A�(v;�) (�R��(v;x; p))+= inf�>0 sup(x;p)2A�(v;�) (f(x+ � p)� f(x))+� inf�>0 j f jW 1;1(
) j v jW 1;1(
) �= 0:Similarly if v satis�esv(x) +H(p)� f(x) � 0; 8 p 2 D�v(x);we onlude in an analogous manner thatju� v j+ � 0:This implies that u � v and the Corollary is proved.5 Continuous Dependene Results for MonotoneNumerial ShemesWe now onsider numerial approximations of the Hamilton-Jaobi equation.5.1 Monotone Numerial ShemesThe numerial shemes we onsider determine the values of a funtion uh on a gridGh that is periodi with period 1 in eah of the anonial diretions of Rd. Theseshemes take the formuh(y) + bHy(�Æyuh(y)) = f(y); 8 y 2 Gh; (27)where bHy(�Æyuh(y)) is a disrete version of H(ru(y)) and�Æyuh(y) = (�Æ1;yuh(y); : : : ; �ÆNy;yuh(y));where�Æi;yuh(y) = uh(y)� uh(y � Æi;y)j Æi;y j where y � Æi;y 2 Gh i = 1; : : : ; Ny:
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15To prove the desired ontinuous dependene results, we assume that the numerialHamiltonian bH has the following properties:(i) Consisteny : bHy(�Æyuh(y)) = H(p) if ruh = p 2 Rd.(ii) Monotoniity : bHy is non-dereasing in eah of its arguments.(iii) Global smoothness : j bHy(z1)� bHy(z2) j � L k z1 � z2 k`1 :The �rst property ensures that we are approximating the visosity solution orre-sponding to the orret Hamilton-Jaobi equation. The seond property is the keyproperty that allows us to obtain the ontinuous dependene result we seek. Thethird property is not really neessary but simpli�es the proofs.The existene of at least one solution uh of (27) an be proved by using thelassi Leray-Shauder �xed point theorem; see the Appendix. The uniqueness willfollow from the ontinuous dependene result stated in the next subsetion.The lassial example of a monotone sheme for Hamilton-Jaobi equation isthe so-alled Lax-Friedrihs sheme. The Lax-Friedrihs sheme, see [9, 18, 2℄, onthe uniform Cartesian gridGh = f(x0 + (i� 1)�x; y0 + (j � 1)�y) greads as follows:vi;j +H �vi+1;j � vi�1;j2�x ; vi;j+1 � vi;j�12�y �� !x vi+1;j � 2vi;j + vi�1;j�x2 � !y vi;j+1 � 2vi;j + vi;j�1�y2 = fi;j ;where !x = sup(x;y)2Rd 12 ����H1��f�x (x; y); �f�y (x; y)������x;!y = sup(x;y)2Rd 12 ����H2��f�x (x; y); �f�y (x; y)������y;and Hi(p1; p2) = �H�pi (p1; p2) for i = 1; 2.Sine the grid Gh is Cartesian, for eah y = (i; j) 2 Gh we have Ny = 4. Thequantities �Æi;yv(y) are thus���xvi;j = vi;j � vi+1;j�x ; ��xvi;j = vi;j � vi�1;j�x ;���yvi;j = vi;j � vi;j+1�y ; ��yvi;j = vi;j � vi;j�1�y ;and therefore,bH = H �12(��xvi;j � ���xvi;j); 12(��yvi;j � ���yvi;j)�+ !x�x (���xvi;j + ��xvi;j) + !y�y (���yvi;j + ��yvi;j):
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16It is easy to verify that this bH satis�es properties (i), (ii) and (iii).Other examples of shemes satisfying these three properties are the monotoneshemes of Crandall and Lions [9℄, the intrinsi monotone sheme of Abgrall [1℄ andthe monotone shemes of Kossioris, Makridakis and Souganidis [14℄.5.2 A Continuous Dependene Result for Monotone shemesThe main result of this setion gives upper bounds for disrete versions of the semi-norms used for the ontinuous ase:juh � v j�;Gh = supx2Gh(uh(x) � v(x) )+; juh � v j+;Gh = supx2Gh( v(x) � uh(x) )+;where �+ � maxf0; �g. Note that an upper bound on the L1-norm of uh � v anbe obtained viakuh � v kL1(Gh) = maxfjuh � v j+;Gh ; juh � v j�;Ghg:These upper bounds are given in terms of something like a generalization of thelassial trunation error. Next, we de�ne this quantity.We begin by introduing the expressionDÆ;y;�;pv(by) = v(by)� v(y)j Æ j + ��(y � by + Æ; p)j Æ j ;where ��(z; p) = p � z + 12� j z j2:By hoosing y = by� Æ and y = by, the above expression an be used to approximatediretional derivatives, super- or sub-di�erentials, or �nite di�erenes of the funtionv. Indeed for the �rst hoie, we haveDÆ;ŷ�Æ;�;pv(by) = v(by)� v(by � Æ)j Æ j + ��(0; p)j Æ j = �Æv(by): (28)In other words when y = by � Æ, the quantity under onsideration is nothing but a�nite di�erene of u in the Æ-diretion. Of ourse if u is a smooth funtion, we haveDÆ;ŷ�Æ;�;pv(by) = rv(by) � Æj Æ j +O(j Æ j);for small j Æ j. That is, DÆ;ŷ�Æ;�;pv(by) approximates the partial derivative of v at byin the Æ-diretion.For the seond hoie, we haveDÆ;ŷ;�;pv(by) = v(by)� v(by)j Æ j + ��(Æ; p)j Æ j = p � Æj Æ j + j Æ j2� ; (29)
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17and so if j Æ j is small, DÆ;ŷ;�;pv(by) = p � Æj Æ j +O(j Æ j):Sine in our appliations, p will belong to super- or sub-di�erentials of visositysolutions, the quantity DÆ;ŷ;�;pv(by) provides an approximation to the omponent ofp in the Æ-diretion.Now we introdue the generalized trunation error of v at the point y 2 Rd,Ty;�(v; y; p) = v(y) + bHy�� p(DÆy�� p;y;�;pv(y))� f(y � � p)� j p j22 �; (30)where y = (y1; : : : ; yNy ) andDÆy ;y;�;pv(y) = (DÆ1;y1;�;pv(y); : : : ;DÆNy ;yNy ;�;pv(y)):Note that for the above expression to have meaning, the point x = y � � p mustbelong to the grid Gh. Note also that if we set yi = y � Æi for i = 1; : : : ; Ny and� = 0, we get Ty;0(u; y; p) = u(y) + bHy(�Æyu(y))� f(y);by using (28). Sine this expression is nothing but the lassial trunation error ofv at y 2 Gh, our terminology is justi�ed.We are now ready to state the main result of this setion.Theorem 7 (Continuous Dependene Result for Monotone Shemes). Letuh be the approximate solution given by (27) and let v be an arbitrary ontinuousfuntion that is periodi with period 1 in eah of the anonial diretions of Rd.Then for � 2 f�;+g, we havejuh � v j�;Gh � inf�>0	�(v; �); (31)where 	�(v; �) = sup(y;p)2Ah;�(v;�) infy2RNy�d �� Ty;��(v; y; p)�+; (32)and the set Ah;�(v; �) is the set of points (y; p) satisfying(y � � � p; p) 2 Gh �Rd; (33)� fv(�) � Pv(y; p; �=� ; �)g � 0; 8 � 2 Rd: (34)Clearly, this result is a disrete version of Theorem 5 for the Hamilton-Jaobiequation. In this sense, we an say that the ontinuous dependene result of Theo-rem 5 has been preserved under disretization of the Hamilton-Jaobi equation bya monotone sheme.a. The a priori error estimate. Note that if v is taken to be the visositysolution u of the Hamilton-Jaobi equations (1), Theorem 7 allows us to estimate
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18the L1-error between uh and u solely in terms of u. Sine this an be done onlybefore the omputation of uh, estimates like this are alled a priori error estimates .Their usefulness resides in the fat that they indiate the auray that an beexpeted from the approximation.In our ase, we have the following result.Corollary 8 (A Priori Error Estimate). Let u be the visosity solution of theequation (1) and let v be the approximate solution given by the monotone sheme(27). Then if f 2W 1;1(
),ku� v kL1(Gh) � L1=2 j f jW 1;1(
) h1=2;where h = maxy2Gh maxi=1;:::;Ny j Æi j and L is the Lipshitz onstant of the numer-ial Hamiltonian. Moreover if u 2 W 2;1(
),ku� v kL1(Gh) � d2 L ju jW 2;1(
) h:The proof of this result is given in subsetion 5.3.b. Uniqueness of the approximation uh. We an prove the uniquenessof the approximate solution uh by a simple appliation of Theorem 7. Assume thatthere are two di�erent solutions v1 and v2. Setting uh = v1 and v = v2 in Theorem7, we getj v1 � v2 j�;Gh � 	(v1; 0) = supy2Gh(�� (v1(y) + bHy(�Æyv1(y))� f(y)))+ = 0:This implies v1 = v2 and the uniqueness of uh follows.. A maximum priniple. If we set v = 0 and � = 0 in Theorem 7, we get� sup�2Gh(H(0)� f(�))+ � uh(y) � sup�2Gh(f(�)�H(0))+ 8 y 2 Gh:d. The L1-ontration property We denote the solution of (27) withright-hand side f by uh;f . Setting uh = uh;f , v = uh;g and � = 0 in Theorem 7, weget juh;f � uh;g j�;Gh � j f � g j�;Gh :This immediately implieskuh;f � uh;g kL1(Gh) � k f � g kL1(Gh);whih is nothing but the disrete version of the so-alled L1-ontration propertyfor visosity solutions.5.3 Proof of the a Priori Error EstimateThe onverge rate of the numerial sheme depends on the smoothness of the exatsolution u; typially, the rate of onvergene dereases when the smoothness of theexat solution is degraded.
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19To illustrate this phenomenon in our setting, we onsider two important ases:when u 2 W 2;1(
) and when we only assume that f 2 W 1;1(
). Note that inthe latter ase, the visosity solution u belongs to W 1;1(
) but not neessarilyto u 2 W 2;1(
). Indeed the �rst property is a diret onsequene of the L1-ontration property, and the seond of the fat that there are visosity solutionswith f 2W 1;1(
) that display disontinuities in its derivatives.a. The ase u 2 W 2;1(
).Taking yi = y � Æi for i = 1; : : : ; Ny and � = 0, we obtain by the de�nition ofthe generalized trunation error (30),� = Ty;0(u; y; p) = u(y) + bHy(�Æyu(y))� f(y) = bHy(�Æyu(y))�H(ru(y));sine u is the smooth visosity solution. Next, we set Lu(�) = u(y)+ru(y) �(��y),and invoke the onsisteny property of the numerial Hamiltonian to get� = bHy(�Æyu(y))� bHy(�ÆyLu(y)):Finally by using the smoothness of bH and a simple Taylor expansion, we obtainj� j � L  �Æyu(y)� �ÆyLu(y) `1= L maxi=1;:::;Ny ���� u(y)� u(y � Æi)j Æi j � ru(y) � Æij Æi j ����� d2 L ju jW 2;1(
) h:This ompletes the proof of Corollary 8 in the ase of u 2 W 2;1(
).b. The ase f 2 W 1;1(
). For eah (y; p) 2 Ah;�(u; �) and � 2 f+;�g,onsider the quantity � = � Ty;��(u; y; p) whih by de�nition (30) is� �u(y) + bHy(DÆy��� p;y;��;pu(y))� f(y � �� p)�� 12�j p j2:Sine p 2 D�u(y), we have �(u(y) +H(p)� f(y)) � 0;by de�nition of the visosity solution. This implies that� � � � bHy(DÆy��� p;y;��;pu(y))�H(p)� f(y � �� p) + f(y)�� 12�j p j2� � � bHy(DÆy��� p;y;��;pu(y))�H(p)�+ �j f jW 1;1(
) j p j � 12�j p j2� � � bHy(DÆy��� p;y;��;pu(y))�H(p)�+ �2 j f j2W 2;1(
):Now if we set Lu(�) = u(y) + p � (� � y), we haveH(p) = bHy��� p(�Æy��� pLu(y));
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20by the onsisteny of the numerial Hamiltonian, and so� � � � bHy(DÆy��� p;y;��;pu(y))� bHy��� p(�Æy��� pLu(y))�+ �2 j f j2W 1;1(
)� L kDÆy��� p;y;��;pu(y)� �Æy��� pLu(y) k`1 + �2 j f j2W 1;1(
);by the smoothness property of bH . Finally, sine�ÆiLu(y) = p � Æij Æi j and DÆi;bx;��;pu(y) = p � Æij Æi j + j Æi j2�� ;by (29), taking yi = y yields� � L h2� + �2 j f j2W 1;1(
):The result follows by minimizing the right-hand side with respet to �. This om-pletes the proof of Corollary 8 in the ase of f 2W 1;1(
).5.4 Proof of the Continuous Dependene Result for MonotoneShemesThe proof of this result is a disrete version of the proof of the seond ontinuousdependene theorem for ellipti equations.We prove the result for � = �; the proof for the ase � = + is similar. Weassume that juh � v j�;Gh > 0, otherwise there is nothing to prove. Given � > 0,we de�ne the auxiliary funtion (x; y) = u(x)� v(y)� jx� yj22� ;and let (bx; by) 2 Rd �Gh be suh that (bx; by) �  (x; y); 8 (x; y) 2 Gh �Rd:The existene of suh a point follows from the fat that both uh and v are ontinuousand periodi with the same period. Set bp = (bx� by)=�:Sine juh � v j�;Gh > 0, we havejuh � v j�;Gh = supx2Gh �uh(x) � v(x)	= supx2Gh  (x; x)� sup(x;y)2Gh�Rd  (x; y)=  (bx; by)= uh(bx)� v(by)� jbx� byj22�
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21= �uh(bx) + bHx̂(�Æx̂uh(bx))� f(bx)���v(by) + bHx̂(DÆx̂;y;��;p̂v(by)) + f(bx)� jbx� byj22� �+� bHx̂(DÆx̂;y;��;p̂v(by))� bHx̂(�Æx̂uh(bx))�= ��v(by) + bHŷ+� p̂(DÆŷ+� p̂;y;��;p̂ v(by))� f(by + � bp) + j bp j22 ��+� bHx̂(DÆx̂;y;��;p̂v(by))� bHx̂(�Æx̂uh(bx))�by the de�nition of the approximate solution uh, (27), and the de�nition of bp. Heneby the de�nition of the generalized trunation error (30), we getjuh � v j�;Gh � �Ty;��(v; by; bp) + � bHx̂(DÆx̂;y;��;p̂ v(by))� bHx̂(�Æx̂uh(bx))�:Next, we show that the last term in the above inequality is non-positive. First,we show that �Æx̂uh(bx) � DÆx̂;y;��;p̂ v(by):We begin by noting that the inequality (bx; by) �  (bx� Æ; y); 8 (bx � Æ; y) 2 Gh �Rd;an be rewritten as follows:uh(bx)� uh(bx � Æ) � v(by)� v(y) + �; (35)where� = jbx� byj22� � jy � bx+ Æj22� = bp � (y � by + Æ)� 12� jy � by + Æ j2 = ���(y � by + Æ; bp):Sine this implies that�Æuh(bx) = uh(bx)� uh(bx� Æ)j Æ j � v(by)� v(y)j Æ j + ���(y � by + Æ; bp)j Æ j = DÆ;y;��;p̂ v(by);using in a ruial way the monotoniity of the numerial Hamiltonian bH , we get� bHx̂(DÆx̂;y;��;p̂v(by))� bHx̂(�Æx̂uh(bx))� � 0:This implies juh � v j�;Gh � �Ty;��(v; by; bp):The estimate follows if we show that (by; bp) belongs to Ah;�(v; �). By de�nitionof bp, we have that by + � bp = bx 2 Gh. Now we set Æ = 0 in (35) to get0 � v(by)� v(y) + bp � (y � by)� 12� j y � by j2;or equivalently, v(y)� Pv(by; bp;�1=�; y) � 0; 8 y 2 Rd:This ompletes the proof of Theorem 7.
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226 Some extensionsExtensions of these ontinuous dependene results to more ompliated Hamiltoni-ans an be done by following [7℄. In that paper, an extension to the time-dependentase is also arried out. See also the paper [6℄ whih ontains dependene results ofvisosity solutions of more general paraboli equations.AknowledgmentsThe �rst author would like to thank Donald Estep and Simon Tavener for their kindinvitation to deliver a leture in their Workshop on Preservation under Disretiza-tion; the material of that leture is ontained in this paper. The authors would alsolike to thank Elizabeth Logak and Bayram Yenikaya for fruitful disussions thatlead to a better presentation of this paper. Finally, they would also like to thankDonald Estep for his exellent editorial work.Appendix: Existene of the approximate solution ofthe monotone shemeProposition 9 (Existene of uh). There exists a solution uh of the monotonesheme (27).Proof. We establish the existene by using the lassi Leray-Shauder �xed-pointtheorem (see, for example, page 162 in [16℄).First, we enumerate the points yi of the grid Gh and identify the funtion vde�ned on Gh by (v1; : : : ; vN ), where vi = v(yi). Then we onsider the mappingF : RN ! RN de�ned by (F(v))(y) = � bHy(�Æyv(y)) + f(y); 8 y 2 Gh: A �xedpoint of this map is a solution of the numerial sheme (27) and vie versa. Choosingr = kH(0) � f kl1(RN ), the Leray-Shauder �xed-point theorem guarantees theexistene of a �xed point of F in the ball B(r) = fv 2 RN : k v k`1 � rg if Fis a ontinuous mapping from B(r) = fv 2 RN : k v k`1 < rg � RN to RN andF(v) 6= �v whenever � > 1 and v 2 �B(r) = fv 2 RN : k v k`1 = rg.Sine we assume that the numerial Hamiltonian is globally Lipshitz, it islear that F is a ontinuous mapping. Assuming v 2 �B(r), i.e., k v k`1 = r,there must be at least one index i0 (1 � i0 � N) suh that vi0 = v(yi0) = ror vi0 = v(yi0) = �r. If vi0 = r, then vi0 � vi for 1 � i � N . Therefore,vi0�vijÆi0;ij � 0 for 1 � i � N . Furthermore, by the monotoniity of bHy, we havebHyi0 (�Æyi0 v(yi0)) � bHyi0 (0) = H(0). Hene,� bHyi0 (�Æyi0 v(yi0 )) + f(yi0) � �H(0) + f(yi0) � r < �r = �vi0 ;that is, (F(v))(yi0 ) 6= �v(yi0 ). Similarly if vi0 = �r, we still have (F(v))(yi0 ) 6=�v(yi0). Thus (F(v)) 6= �v for v 2 �B(r). All in all, the assumptions of the Leray-Shauder theorem hold, hene we onlude that there exists a solution v = uh givenby the monotone sheme (27) in the ball B(r).
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